MEETING MINUTES.

1. Introduction of members, 2 min per member

Each member of Working group present him/her self and work that is doing for his/her own Federation

2. Current situation of Para Snowboard, Dimitrije 5 - 7 min

Discussion, questions etc 10 min

Dimitrije present current model which do not provide any athlete pathway trough competition and we have very linear competition system with 4 World Cup across the competition season. We have tried to introduced Qualification criteria in order to rise the quality of competition but Nations did not want that.

Another proposal was to push down classification on low level competition and like that have new and established athletes compete on low level event, and get classified. Like that we will have good combination and new commers could have good introduction to sport and get more experience. Unfortunately this was not accepted as well.

As of info, only few countries organise NC events and this is something that also could be good place for development arm of sport.

3. Short term actions - proposals for STC, 5 min

I think Staff people should not lead the working groups, so my proposal is that we choose on next call lead person for this development committee. Second is that we should get some further proposals which we can discuss and present to STC before Nations meeting. Like that we should be in place in long and short term to make some adjustments in sport.
We will check with AGITOS about our future possibilities for coming two years and based on that we will prepare development plan. One activity that was planned in April is postponed for next season due to the CORONA VIRUS.

4. Setting up agenda for next call, time and date, 5 min
Please provide proposals for next call agenda set for 25 March at 16h CET time.